FINE TUNE YOUR GROW ROOM

INCREASE YOUR YIELD BY 20%
Gro iQ is a precision agricultural system. Our sensors and innovative AI platform collects spatially-oriented environmental data, unique to each grow room and systems, and provides actionable data and analysis allowing producers to stabilize and optimize all of their grow facilities.

MICRO-CLIMATES CURB YIELDS
Gro iQ establishes the baseline of each room and provides immediate results through an easy to use interface. Knowledge of each cubic meter of your grow room allows producers to optimize grow facilities and delivers a return on investment in one grow-cycle.

MAKE INFORMED DECISIONS
Gro iQ implementation can translate to $1.2 Million per year revenue increase and $100,000 in cost reduction, for a producer with 10K sq/ft of cultivation.

ATTRIBUTES MEASURED
- Temperature, Humidity, VPD
- Electrical Conductivity
- Light, Par Value
- Carbon Dioxide

PRICING STRUCTURE
Software-as-a-Service
ROI in 1 Grow Cycle
Pilots Available

Service Level Agreements
No Hardware to Buy
Tax Deductible

Learn how Gro iQ can increase your yield and help you make informed, data-driven decisions!
orionpartners.org
CONSISTENT CROP QUALITY & YIELD INCREASES FOR CANNABIS PRODUCERS...

DATA IS THE NEW OIL

As a cannabis executive, measuring success is crucial. With Gro iQ, executives can measure Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) such as:
- Grams per Sq Ft.
- Cost per Gram
- Grams per kWh

Gro iQ is a proven platform used by leading multi state operators giving production managers and executives unprecedented command and control over their production environments. Data is truly the new oil... Gro iQ discovers it, understands it and allows production managers exploit their data's competitive advantages.

SCALING IS KEY

From an environmental systems control perspective, what works in Massachusetts doesn't work in Colorado. Most production facilities are different, with different environmental systems. That makes scaling difficult. Gro iQ collects an immense amount of environmental data to help producers normalize and optimize all of their production facilities... based on how they actually work, no matter the location or environmental systems.

INFORM YOUR AUTOMATION SYSTEMS

Gro iQ provides actionable data for producers at any stage in their automation lifecycle:
- Manual Control
- Adaptive Control
- Automated Control

A producer doesn't need a fully automated production facility to take advantage of Gro iQ, however, for those who do, working with our automation partners to integrate Gro iQ within their automation systems, provides Licensed Producers unparalleled command and control.

Learn how Gro iQ can increase your yield and help you make informed, data-driven decisions!

orionpartners.org